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Designed Integration
 
At Inscape, we believe a truly integrated workspace goes beyond a mere cubicle. 

Platform is the embodiment of this ambitious vision—a rigorously engineered, 

artistically realized suite of elements that marries current space planning with 

continuously evolving needs.
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1.  Light and elegant without sacrificing functionality, 
Platform’s thin-frame support anchors a Galley 
Top worksurface and monolithic panels to the 
personal work wall.

2.  An integrated Storwal component provides unique 
upper and behind shelf storage while invisibly 
accommodating voice, data and power needs.

3.  Painted MDF fronts with anodized aluminum pulls 
balance heavy-duty filing needs with pleasing 
aesthetics.

5.  Define space, hide cables, add color, texture and 
acoustal surfaces—all using only a few panels.

6.  By admitting natural light across private 
workspaces, translucent elements augment the 
feel of a collegial environment.

4.  Hinged doors with light aluminum frames 
contribute to a workspace as appealing as  
it is functional. 
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Planning Integration
We understand the changing needs of business. That’s why Platform’s holistic 

design enables optimal performance today and doesn’t miss a beat when it comes 

to tomorrow. Platform’s distinction lies in its unsurpassed flexibility, highlighted by 

panel-mounted and freestanding components that integrate readily with con-

ventional and organic planning options within the same application. Off-modular 

panels, variable worksurfaces, 90°, 120° and spine planning, enclosed cubicles 

with sliding doors, low-height workstations and private office casegoods—it’s all 

there in one system. 



Choose your Platform: 
All product lines support planning from open 

workstations to private offices.
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Choose your Platform: 
Building customized design options is just as 

easy whether using Platform on its own or in 

conjunction with Inscape’s other systems. 
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Spatial Integration
Platform’s components work seamlessly with our suite of space-division elements, 

allowing you to plan your space any way you want it. Need to join a workstation 

with a floor–to–ceiling office? No problem. What about to a casual post–and–

beam meeting space? Sure. Like to add a thin divider to reduce the overall footprint 

of the workstation? Done. Here’s the bottom line: Your space doesn’t have to fit 

our product. The product is designed to fit your space. 
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Storage Integration
 

Inscape’s hand-picked designers and engineers maintain a shared commitment 

to developing products that blend functionality with ingenuity, allowing our 

customers to get the most out of their space. Platform integrates cleanly and 

creatively with our industry-leading Office Specialty filing and storage product 

line to provide unique, future-proofed solutions that stay in lock-step with the 

changing needs of your environment.

Customize your storage…



Choose your Platform: 
Reduce your footprint and save on real estate 

by integrating Storwal with Platform.
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Aesthetic Integration
Choose your Platform: 
Platform tiles and trim interchange easily 

to achieve an endless variety of aesthetic 

possibilities.

Functional excellence is one side of the Platform equation; aesthetic appeal is the 

other. Panels can be finished with wood, Nuform, fabric, metal, glass or whatever 

options suit our customers’ needs. Fine design details like a choice of storage 

fronts, laser cut signature imagery and custom glass options can be integrated to 

enhance the overall appearance. And everything is tied together with our storage, 

casegood and wall products to build a blended solution clients will be proud of.
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Choose your Platform: 
A wide variety of glazing options allow light 

to pass through panels and create a more 

open environment.



1.  Featuring 42 case heights and 10 drawer options, 
Platform’s integrated modular filing system serves 
individual preferences while remaining adaptable 
over time.
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2.  Productivity meets comfort: Double, single and 
frameless stack-on glazing options welcome 
light, creating visual privacy within a natural 
environment.

4.  Platform’s cushion-top mobile pedestals come in 
three different depths and two different heights, 
maximizing private storage while facilitating 
collaboration.
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5.  Marrying style and subtlety, our slender Freeform 
screens allow fabric and acoustic options that help 
create workspaces where individual spaces come 
together around a shared purpose.

6.  Reference materials and personal items are out of 
the way but easily accessible with Inscape’s side 
access towers—including ventilated coat closet, 
integrated drawers and accessory whiteboard.
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Choose your Platform: 
Platform was designed specifically to 

minimize hidden expenses and reduce the 

overall cost of office operations.
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Value Integration
 

By utilizing a handful of components to anchor the entire Platform line, we 

allow our customers to adapt and evolve without having to worry about undue 

reinvestment over time. Quick installation, minimal complexity, 100% reusability—

it all adds up to thousands of dollars saved over the life of the product.

3.  Platform’s patented low-panel Twin Bins provide 
ample storage for binders and other items while 
enhancing a sense of partnership.

OTHER

PLATFORM

 
 OWNERSHIP IN YEARS

YR. 1 YR. 2 YR. 3

 
PRICE $

After 2-3 reconfigurations, Platform is  
the lowest price solution.
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Choose your Platform: 
Reconfigure Platform easily with a universal 
bracket and simple kit of parts. These 3 connectors 

and a small kit of 
parts is all you need 
to create numerous 
configurations.

Short-bolt

Long-bolt

Connector



4.  Complying with all EIA/
TIA guidelines, Platform 
accommodates large volumes 
of sensitive cabling without 
risk of damage or exposure to 
electromagnetic interference.  
The system’s wide-radius corners, 
free of posts and apertures, 
make it ideally suited to fiber-
optic infrastructures. 

1.  Adjustable cable managers 
secured within the panel 
support true lay-in cabling. 

2.  Architectural chimneys 
deliver power and 
communications cabling 
in large volumes to 
workstation clusters.

6.  Power tracks snap in 
place at any height. 
Interchangeable duplexes 
provide access to dedicated 
or multiple circuits. 
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Technology Integration
 

Platform’s combination of lay-in cable management and open architecture  

sets the industry benchmark for both operative and visual flexibility. Power and 

data flowing invisibly through panels, off-modular electrical capabilities keeping 

wires where they should be—out of sight—and plug-and-play compatibility 

make Platform the most technologically advanced system in its category. And as 

business needs change, Platform changes right along with them.

Key Features & Benefits 
•  8 wires, 4 circuits which can be configured in 2+2 or 3+1, giving the customer many options for their building plan

•  Mechanically fastened cross rails allows for a reconfiguration to take place without having to cut power

•  All electrical components ‘snap’ into place without tools which eases installation

•  Pass-thrus can be specified if power is not required in a specific panel
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3.  The system’s patented 
movable brackets accept 
standard faceplates and use 
cable service loops to achieve 
mobile data connections. 

5.  Network equipment can also 
be secured within the Platform 
panel behind locking tiles. 

7.  Raised panel glides allow 
multiple in-feeds and 
eliminate the need for 
kickplates.
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Choose your Platform: 
Platform is GREENGUARD certified, emits 

low to no Volatile Organic Compounds 

(VOC’s), uses high recycled steel content 

and shares components with other Inscape 

systems.
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Responsible Integration
 

Built on a commitment to economic and environmental sustainability, Platform 

reflects three key design principles. First, all components are produced at the 

same facility, preventing unwarranted resource consumption. Second, a basic kit 

of parts serves as the hub of all Platform configurations, leading to lower overall 

product lifecycle costs. Finally, future-proofing and cross-compatibility with other 

Inscape products are built into the entire suite of Platform components, providing 

customers an investment that never stops paying off.
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Product Map See the Platform price list for a complete statement of line.

Supports

Vertical Tower

Suspended MoPed

Mobile Workplace 
Locker

Multi-Unit

Workplace  
Tower

Modular Tower Cubbi-Stor

Hinged Door 
Cabinet

Off-module Shelf

Linear
Standard Bin

Beveled Bin Overhead Shelf

Twin-Bin

Swerve 
Ends

Radiused 
Ends

Semi-Circle Quarter 
Round

Extended 
Corner

Standard 
Corner

Conference 
Bullet

Conference 
Rectangle

Cantilever

Legs

End Panels

Standard Step-down

Skins

Steel

Fabric

Nuform 
Woodgrain, 
Composite 
Veneer

Glazed and 
Pass-thru

Floor/Wall 
power

Power Track Pass-thru 
cables

Upper deck  
components

PedestalsOverhead Bins Overhead Shelves Specialty Storage

Chimney Power Pole

Rectangle Tapered 
Edge

Concave Reducing 
Tops

Radius 
Soft-down Bin

Worksurface 
Support

Caddi-Stor

Basic Basic  
Stacked

Standard
Stacked

Stack-on

Funnel Top

Galley Top

Receptacle

9900  
Standard Bin

7900  
Standard Bin

Frames      

Electrical         

Worksurfaces [ available in Nuform, laminate, composite and wood veneer]                            

Storage

Index

Paint: #168 Glacier White

Fabric: Anchorage, #1412 Green Olive

Worksurface:  Nuform Solid,  

#F127 Frosty White

Paint: #284 Sunstone Reflections

Worksurface: Nuform Woodgrain,  

#F01 Natural Maple

Paint: #290 Aluminum Leaf

Fabric: Universe/Seneca, #1003

Worksurface: Composite Veneer,  

#VC003 Wenge

Paint: #290 Aluminum Leaf

Fabric: Waves, #3233 Ripple

Worksurface: Nuform Woodgrain,  

#F06 Walnut

Paint: #290 Aluminum Leaf

Fabric: Anchorage, #1404 Amber

Worksurface: Nuform Woodgrain, 

#F01 Natural Maple

Paint: #284 Sunstone Reflections

Fabric: Waves, #3233 Ripple

Worksurface: Nuform Woodgrain,  

#F07 Pecan

Paint: #168 Glacier White

Panels: Nuform Woodgrain, 
#F01 Natural Maple

Worksurface: Nuform Solid,  
#F127 Frosty White

Paint: #290 Aluminum Leaf

Fabric: Anchorage, #1416 Quarry Blue

Worksurface: Nuform, #F122 Mist

Paint: #284 Sunstone Reflections

Fabric: Drift, #3084 Mocha

Worksurface: Nuform Woodgrain,  

#F01 Natural Maple

Paint: #168 Glacier White

Fabric: Anchorage, #1412 Green Olive

Worksurface:  Nuform Solid,  

#F127 Frosty White

Paint: #290 Aluminum Leaf

Worksurface: Nuform Woodgrain,  

#F06 Walnut

Paint: #290 Aluminum Leaf

Fabric: Anchorage, #1400 Green Apple

Worksurface: Nuform Woodgrain, 

#F07 Pecan
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